Creativity Words Quiz

Choose the best answer to fill in each blank:

1. The professor demonstrated how to trace the ________ of an epidemic disease by its effects on the mortality (death) rates in affected areas.
   A. survey
   B. access
   C. route
   D. volume

2. Most artists specialize in one artistic _________. Leonardo da Vinci was multi-talented, and excelled in painting, drawing, and music, as well as designing machines and studying many sciences.
   A. perspective
   B. medium
   C. exhibit
   D. option

3. Art schools provide technical training not only to perfect artists’ skills in their chosen medium but also to refine their ____________.
   A. perceptions
   B. displays
   C. exhibits
   D. psychology

4. A good public speaker will always use stories or examples to ____________ his point.
   A. grant
   B. transform
   C. access
   D. illustrate

5. Government agencies in California are required to make their offices ____________ to people with handicaps or limited mobility.
   A. equipped
   B. accessible
   C. qualitative
   D. visual
Now fill in the blanks in each paragraph with the words above it.

convention, demonstration, display, exhibits, media, visual

At the city art fair, there were ________ of paintings, sculpture, and children’s book illustrations by local artists. In addition, a stained glass artist offered a _________, working on a stained glass window so people could see the process. Almost all the ________ arts were on _________. This exhibition was held in the city's new _________ center so more people could attend. All the local ________ -- the local TV channel, both newspapers, and the public radio station-- reported on the art fair.

options, perspective, psychology, survey, trace, transformation

This course will be a _________ of American literature. It will _________ the development of a distinctly American _________ or viewpoint from the Puritans to the 21st century. The course will consider the _________ of writing, and the topics American authors have treated as most appropriate. It will also consider the _________ of American attitudes toward literature in the last century, and the effects of more entertainment _________ on public reading habits.

access, complexities, equipment, export, granted, percentage, qualitative, route, technical, volume

Companies that produce large medical _________ like X-ray or MRI machines need _________ to the latest _________ advances. They also need managers who care about _________ evaluation and controls, and are not just concerned about the _________ of machinery they can sell. If the companies _________ a large _________ of their production to other countries, they also need an understanding of the _________ of different health care systems in those countries. The _________ to success in such an industry is careful attention to detail in every aspect of production, inspection, and shipping. Their motto should be, “Don’t take any procedure for _________ . Check everything twice!”

Answers

1. C- route
2. B.- medium
3. A.- perceptions
4. D.- illustrate
5. B.- accessible
At the city art fair, there were exhibits of paintings, sculpture, and children’s book illustrations by local artists. In addition, a stained glass artist offered a demonstration, working on a stained glass window so people could see the process. Almost all the visual arts were on display. This exhibition was held in the city’s new convention center so more people could attend. All the local media-- the local TV channel, both newspapers, and the public radio station-- reported on the art fair.

This course will be a survey of American literature. It will trace the development of a distinctly American perspective or viewpoint from the Puritans to the 21st century. The course will consider the psychology of writing, and the topics American authors have treated as most appropriate. It will also consider the transformation of American attitudes toward literature in the last century, and the effects of more entertainment options on public reading habits.

Companies that produce large medical equipment like X-ray or MRI machines need access to the latest technical advances. They also need managers who care about qualitative evaluation and controls, and are not just concerned about the volume of machinery they can sell. If they export a large percentage of their production to other countries, they also need an understanding of the complexities of different health care systems in those countries. The route to success in such an industry is careful attention to detail in every aspect of production, inspection, and shipping. Their motto should be, “Don’t take any procedure for granted. Check everything twice!”